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CONTROLLED ACCESS HEADINGS:

Corporate Names:

Elmira College

Subject Headings:

Women’s colleges—New York (State)—Elmira College publications

Genre (Forms):

Photographs
Facsimiles

SCOPE AND CONTENT:

The collection consists of random photographs used in Elmira College publications. Photographs from the IRIS yearbook, Alumnae Bulletin, Campus Magazine and Elmira College view books comprise the collection.
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION:

Accruals: Accretions are expected

Acquisition Information: This collection is an artificial collection primarily created by the Elmira College Archives.

Processing History: Update to the Inventory and creation of Finding Aid by Nathaniel Ball, March 6, 2019.

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE:

This collection has been modified from the original inventory, consisting of PH:19-21.

ORGANIZATIONAL NOTE:

This collection is arranged alphabetically and then chronologically by publication.

CONTAINER LIST

Alumnae Bulletin [Winter 1969]
Alumnae Bulletin [1967-1968]
Campus Magazine [Fall 1971]
Campus Magazine [Fall 1971]
Campus Summer -- Photograph Album [1998]
Campus Magazine -- Winter, Summer [1999]
Campus Magazine -- Fall '99 and spring '00 [1999-2000]
Campus Magazine -- Winter/Spring '00, Summer '01 [2000-2001]
Campus Magazine -- Miscellaneous early 2000's [2000?]
IRIS 1999 -- Photograph Album [1998-1999]
IRIS 2000 -- Original Prints (oversize) [2000]
IRIS 2001 -- Original Prints (oversize) [2001]
"Used in Publications" -- Photograph Album [Undated]
Viewbook [1996]
Viewbook -- Album [Undated]
Viewbook -- Album [Undated]
Viewbook -- Album [Undated]